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Year of Expansion
CEO NOTES
While most of the nation was shut down and most businesses and
services were temporarily closed, our organization witnessed an
increase in emergency and mobile MAT service requests than in
previous years. Our community’s need for mental health relief
steadily increased with the virus rate. Therefore, our agency sought
to continue providing relief to our struggling community rather than
temporarily closing our response capacities. The majority of our
clinical staff provided services electronically or by phone, and they
simultaneously ensured that medication services were not disrupted
during the pandemic. Our transition of outpatient services to the
telehealth model was safe and convenient while also being beneficial
primarily toward jail-based clients. Our agency has been a leader in
innovation and expansion, and this year was no exception. This year
we added a new clinic in Ft. Garland and eliminated service barriers
related to transportation and access. We are currently considering
adding future satellite sites, and we optimistically look forward to
future successes.
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COVID-19 & Telehealth
LIMITLESS CONNECTIONS IN HEALTH
The COVID-19 pandemic demonstrated that change can come
instantly when necessary, even in a behemoth industry like
health care. Patients understandably avoided hospitals and
clinics because of the risk of viral exposure and temporary
closures for non-acute needs, leading to rapid opportunities for
innovation.
San Luis Valley Behavioral Health Group has always been a
leader of innovation in our rural community. Our ability to adapt
was tested during the pandemic.
In 2020-2021, we continued utilizing telehealth strategies first
implemented amid the pandemic to keep clients engaged, on
track, and supported. Many physicians worldwide plan to
maintain telehealth practices, even in a post-COVID health
care system. Perhaps our care framework will be more
distributed, digitally enabled, and convenient for providers and
patients for many years to come.

"The SLVBHG team
is committed to
maintaining the
continuity of our critical
mission providing
continued services to the
people of the SLV. "
FERNANDO MARTINEZ, CEO
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So what does "distributed" mean for our care framework? Essentially
distributed care refers to the idea that care should occur where
health happens - at home and in the community. This does not mean
that hospitals and clinics should become a thing of the past. Instead,
this ideal suggests that primary care can and should be accessed in
average, everyday settings like our homes, pharmacies, grocery
stores, and workplaces. Likewise, "digitally-enabled" simply refers to
access opportunities. With technological advancements, traditional
barriers like transportation have been eliminated through telehealth
capabilities.
What do the experts have to say? Well, Angelica Vazquez (pictured
above), MSW, LCSW, says "I believe being providing telehealth is
convenient and beneficial primary to our jail clients and as
clinicians, it is also a secondary gain to work from home. In the past,
I completed mental health assessments with clients who were
incarcerated, however, they were not always able to make it to their
appointments face to face, which delayed services for them. Since
we implement jailed-based behavioral health services via telehealth
it seems the no-shows have decreased and our referrals might have
also increased since the flow of services is smoother.
I think telehealth for jail-based behavioral health services will
continue post-COVID since our agency and certain jails were
implementing telehealth before the COVID epidemic."
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Jail Based Behavioral
Health Services (JBBS):

Making Maximum Impact

Maximum Impact:

JBBS Team:

JBBS - JAIL BASED BEHAVIORAL
HEALTH SERVICES

Marcia Candy,

Community-based partnerships are a vital component of our
success as a non-profit organization. One such crucial
partnership is with our county Sheriff's in the San Luis Valley
through our Jail Based Behavioral Health Services (JBBS)
program contracted through the Office of Behavioral Health
(OBH). This program supports Sheriffs in providing screening,
assessment, and treatment for offenders with substance use
disorders (SUD) and co-occurring substance use (COD) and
transition case management services. Recent studies show
that 60-87% of justice-involved individuals with Serious
Mental Illness (SMI) also have a COD. Typically socioeconomic factors can increase the likelihood of someone
struggling with SUD involved in the CJ system. Our team is
driven, dedicated, and experienced at providing innovative,
preventative, and integrated treatment approaches to
improve the well-being of our clients and our community.

LPC, LAC -

Senior Clinical Supervisor

Natalie Williams, CAC II
Brittney Siler, CAC II
Angelica Vazquez, LCSW,
MSW
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A Message from the Board
TO AGENCY LEADERS, BOARD
COLLEAGUES, STAFF, AND
COMMUNITY MEMBERS,
As the 2020-2021 Fiscal year concludes, I am
aware of the complicated and bittersweet
sentiment that hangs in the air. We saw both
sparks of hope and immense grief in our
communities this year, and 2022 holds
tremendous uncertainty as well.

As a reminder, this is not the first time we have
faced adversity, and we are not alone.

As an agency, we have faced difficulties and
challenges throughout our history. Just recently,
we had to adjust our entire platform and way of
life in a matter of weeks due to a global
pandemic.

Our historical success as an agency demonstrates our organization's

"Now, nearly two years
later, we're still dealing
with the effects of the
COVID-19 pandemic, but
we are better equipped to
combat these difficulties
than we have been in the
past."
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strong and dedicated staff, Board, and leadership. Regardless of the
challenges we have faced, San Luis Valley Behavioral Health Group is still
here and ready to reaffirm our commitment to the populations within the
San Luis Valley. Holding fast to our values of collaboration, respect,
leadership, accountability, and passion as our guides, we will continue to
advocate for the people in our communities.

As we reflect on this past year, it's important to note our victories. We
continued to expand access to telehealth services and adapt our model
of care. Additionally, our Jail-Based Behavioral Health Services (JBBS)
model was vital in providing treatment and integrated care for some of
our most intensely struggling members of our community.

Our staff, Board, and partners have been working steadily to make
successes like these and much more happen regardless of the effects of
the COVID-19 pandemic. I am humbled and hopeful because of the great
work we have achieved thus far despite the odds. You, our staff, partners,
and Board are rewriting the script – and successfully delivering the highest
quality of care while doing so.

Thank you all!
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